Proven Winners® Professional
Water-Soluble Fertilizers
Formulated for Proven Winners®
and Proven Selections® Plants
Benefits
• Formulated to minimize and correct pH-related challenges.
• Four standard blends to match your water alkalinity.
• Developed to improve the performance of Proven Winners® and
Proven Selections® plants.
•M
 ade with 100% iron EDDHA, the best chelated form of iron for plant uptake.
• C ompetitively priced.
• P ackaged as 25 lb. bags with distinct color-coded labels for easy identification.
How to Order
•A
 water test is needed to determine the best formula to use. Contact Four Star
customer service at 734-654-6420 for easy-to-follow instructions and a submittal
form.
• C ollect your water following these steps:
1. Allow water to run for five minutes to clear lines. This will ensure the sample
is from untreated greenhouse water with no fertilizers or other chemicals.
2. T riple rinse a clean plastic bottle (water or soda bottle recommended) with
the water to be tested, emptying the bottle each time.
3. Fill the bottle to the top and securely tighten the cap.
4. C learly label the bottle with your business name and a description for
identification purposes (description will appear in report).
5. C omplete the submittal form and enclose a check made payable to QAL
with your water sample.
6. Send sample to: Quality Analytical Laboratories, 925 Cherry Street,
Panama City, FL 32401. Phone 850-872-9595 fax 850-872-9353.
7. Tests results will arrive in 7 – 14 business days. A copy of the results will also
be sent to Four Star.
8. Four Star will contact you via email or by mail with fertilizer
recommendations.
•O
 nce a water test is on file, a fertilizer order can be placed by contacting Four Star
or your preferred broker.
• F our Star will issue a credit for one water test per year with an order of 12 or more
bags of fertilizer.
Products Produced by GreenCare Fertilizer
GreenCare Fertilizer manufactures its products in a controlled environment so they are
completely uniform, bag-to-bag and within the bag.
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PRIMARY FERTILIZERS

14-3-14 + Minors
Low Alkalinity Formula
with FeEDDHA

16-4-16 + Minors
Moderate Alkalinity Formula
with FeEDDHA

18-5-18 + Minors
Moderately High Alkalinity
Formula with FeEDDHA

17-4-17 + Minors
High Alkalinity Formula
with FeEDDHA

SPECIALTY FERTILIZERS
12-3-12 + Minors
Cold Weather Formula
with FeEDDHA
Contains high levels of
Nitrate Nitrogen for
cold weather conditions

16-4-8 + Minors
Greening/pH Reducing Formula
with FeEDDHA
A valuable tool to correct
increases in pH and quickly
green up a crop
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The rates and chemicals listed are based on our southeast Michigan growing conditions, and are not recommended for nationwide application.
Please adjust the rates and spray applications to your location and facility.

